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About This Content

Atulos Online Premier Edition is a paid expansion of Atulos Online the free to play medieval MMORPG. It's a one-time
purchase for lifetime access, and there are no ongoing fees or subscriptions.

The Boss Battle With Atulos Himself

In this version Atulos finally rises and you are able to enter the Catacombs under his tomb to embark on a journey to meet
Atulos face to face inside his fortress.

Access to Many New Quests

As a Premier Edition player you can become a mercenary for the Army of Arphax, unlocking a huge number of new quests and
challenges to complete for both low level and high level players. When a quest is completed, a player is rewarded with levels,

rather than endlessly training on monsters.

New Areas to Explore

The world of Atulos is larger and offers new areas. For example, the Palace of Kings is the largest Dungeon in Atulos history.

Access to New Items and Shops

A range of new weapons and defense items are available to players of all levels. Get the advantage over the free version players
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and buy some real equipment!
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I am really looking forward to a sequel, I spent a lot of time in this game and had quite a few frustrating moments while playing,
but I made it to the end, and had a fun time in doing so. I want to thank the devs for allowing us the ability to respec our heros
when needed, without that, I doubt I would have been able to complete this wonderful little gem.
I've been playing video games since the Commodore 64 days of old and I loved this game.
It has a way of grabbing you right from the start and doesn't let go, every time I had decided to quit and move on to some other
game I had to come back to this one and try it again with a new respec... awesome!
Thanks again guys. This is hot stuff! The random tiling ability alone is a huge time saver when creating textures.. I initially
wrote a more positive review than I really want to give this game now. I still think it looks amazing and is a pretty sweet concept,
but there are just some fatal flaws.

The music is grinding, although you can upload your own tracks to play to, which is a really sweet thing. The game's music are
altered electronica versions of nursery-rhyme and holiday tunes that--even while having a modern twist--remain as annoying as
they always were.

The visuals are sweet and I think part of the reason my initial review of the game was so good was that i was so high at the time.
(I was working my way through a large pile of medical Marijuana.) So yeah, if you want to casually burn some time to some
great musik and visuals... go for it.

However... As far as gameplay. I'm still confused as ♥♥♥♥ as to what is going on. Some people feel the game isn't challenging
enough. I just don't see much of a challenge or a game at all really. You can pretty much just randomly♥♥♥♥♥♥around and
make things happen. Sorry to take back my initial evaluation people who made this... Not feeling it now.. Played for a while,
found it pretty entertaining. Though I came about far too late to enjoy the arcade experience this game is trying to emulate, it's
still an enjoyable scrolling shooter.

I like the novel idea of being able to continue after your ship is shot down (even though it took a few seconds after it happened
for me to even realize it; I should probably do more reading before I play a game).. I think I have an adiction to Nacy Drew
games. If nobody hears from me in the next 48 hours then call 911. I expected something lemmings style. The mechanics is
quite different, but equally funny.
On the only bad thing is on my ubuntu 14.04.4 it destabilizes steam (I saved dodos, but eventually I had to "kill -9" steam). Nice
try. But it's trash.
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Poor man's Diablo II...I'll settle for no less than the real thing!. 1209876543 out of 10. Love this game so much that i have spend
0.2h in this breathtaking world, full of live and graphics so intense that made my 980 titan go full bananas.Its so perfectly
optimized that my very low grade rig able can run Witcher 3 on ultra/very high in stable 60 fps allows me to play Jurassic ( or
Jura sick) in very unstable 30 fps max. In 5 min of gameplay i was able to kill 3 Velociraptors like dinosaurs with very advance
Epilepsy and or Parkinson's disease. 3 good deeds to my 1 good deed day plan.Then i got traped in my own house by unkillable
Triceratops for rest of my 20 mins enjoyment of this early acces peral.

Even in the bundle the price for this game is to low. It should be like 99£ at least plus monthly fee and microtransactions.

And now last question: Who allow pre pre pre pre pre pre pre pre alpha build in early acces on Steam?.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iful. A fun little game! Stumbled upon it while trying to get rid of four euros in my steam
wallet, got intrigued by the concept of only boss fights. I love a challenge, and I love bossfights, so why not.

Turned out to be a lot of fun. The dodge is a nice ability that makes it different from other bullet hell types of games I've seen
and played. The way that you have to learn the movesets of the bosses through trial and error also gives it a Soulsborne vibe, in
my opinion, which is great. And replaying bosses is quick, which means you won't get frustrated in the process.

Solid soundtrack, solid boss design itself. A boss that I hated, Furnace, turned into my favorite of them all. The boss feels like a
dance and the dodging in that fight especially gives me that feel that I loved in Bloodborne, but in pixel form.

A lot of updates by the dev, fun gameplay and didn't encounter any bugs while playing. A solid game, totally worth it.. This is
one of the best TD games I've ever played. A really good mix of rogue like and TD.
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